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International Award Winning Pedestrian 

Nature Bridge 



Green over pass Bridge

We envision that the 

cyclist and pedestrian 

Dalle Park bridge to be 

recognized as the world's 

leading green over-pass by 

an exceptional innovative 

design



Green over pass Bridge

Such a monumental bridge and all its surrounding gardens 

would be another ideal tourist attraction and a pride of the 

cities multicultural communities. 



Environmentally Self Sufficient

The Bridge ought to be designed with the latest 

environmentally self sufficient technologies including plants 

for over pass and the surroundings to neutralizes the Turcot

car emissions, solar panels to supplement the bridge’s 

electricity requirement, and many other modern features.



Environmentally Self Sufficient



Possible Facilities/Entertainments 

 Visitor Daycare to provide parents the peace of mind to 

stay on the bridge and the park and enjoy and relax 

without worrying about kids 

 Reference Library /lab/ nature learning center 

 Snowshoeing Ice skating  

 Tourism and economic possibilities 



Please look up the design the use of the “Nature Bridge” in Tehran that 

has attracted thousands of visitors daily, and the garden designs that 

have been used in that region for more than 1000 years.

Three level pedestrians bridge: a place to eat, pass through and hang out 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHQRd4wreuo&feature=youtu.be

Tehran’s Nature Bridge 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHQRd4wreuo&feature=youtu.be










Persian Gardens: A Symbol of Paradise 

 Water is the central element 

 Humble water fountains and sound of stream provide 

quit and relaxing yet refreshing environment

 Gazebo to entertain, study or relax 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeDZYdosmOk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeDZYdosmOk










The industrial zone: A threat to the St. 

Jacque’s escarpment 

Public consultation 2012: Change the zoning from industrial 

and heavy commercial to residential and light commercial 



Suggestions:

 We suggest that the width of the bridge be wide enough for the 

pedestrians and cyclist to mingle safely and comfortably.

 It is suggested that a monument representing the multiculturalism of 

Montreal be erected at the entrance of the bridge.

 It is feasible to designate a proper name for the bridge instead of the 

Dalle Park.



Suggestions:

 The green space around both sides of the bridge should be turned to 

gardens with various shapes and plantations representing a “ Visual Art 

“ of the indigenous people, the Italians, Greeks, Chinese, Persians and 

many other communities living in this great city and Province.

 Community gardens are informal gathering spaces, where people 

develop friendship, learn to share and help each other, & exchange 

ideas. These garden could be built vertically, horizontally as well as be 

a great cover for the bridge users during  the rainy seasons.



Thanks for Your Time and Your 
Attention

Seena Cultural Center 


